We compute the next-to-next-to-leading order spin-orbit contributions in the total energy flux emitted in gravitational waves by compact binary systems. Such contributions correspond to the post-Newtonian order 3.5PN for maximally spinning compact objects. Continuing our recent work on the next-to-next-to-leading spin-orbit terms at 3.5PN order in the equations of motion, we obtain the spin-orbit terms in the multipole moments of the compact binary system up to the same order within the multipolar post-Newtonian wave generation formalism. Our calculation of the multipole moments is valid for general orbits and in an arbitrary frame; the moments are then reduced to the center-of-mass frame and the resulting energy flux is specialized to quasi-circular orbits. The test-mass limit of our final result for the flux agrees with the already known Kerr black hole perturbation limit. Furthermore the various multipole moments of the compact binary reduce in the one-body case to those of a single boosted Kerr black hole. We briefly discuss the implications of our result for the gravitational-wave flux in terms of the binary's phase evolution, and address its importance for the future detection and parameter estimation of signals in gravitational wave detectors. PACS numbers: 95.35.+d,95.36.+x,04.50.Kd 
developed by many authors [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . The model is to be suplemented by an ultra-violet (UV) regularization in order to remove the infinite self-field of the point masses, see e.g. [56, 57] . In Papers I & II and the present paper, we use (and present justifications for that use at the aimed level of accuracy) the Hadamard "partie finie" regularization [58] , together with the Gel'Fand-Shilov prescription for distributional derivatives [59] , equivalent to Schwartz distributional derivatives [60] . Explicit expressions for the waveform and flux can then be obtained in terms of the source's positions and velocities, and these can finally be converted into gauge-invariant quantities that are directly in use for building the gravitational wave templates.
The plan of this paper is as follows. The Section II is devoted to the general wave generation formalism and the Section III to the application to spinning compact binaries. We give the required formulas in Sec. II A for the various types of multipole moments (radiative, canonical and source), and in Sec. II B for the general post-Newtonian solution we employ. The complete results for the source multipole moments at next-to-next-to-leading spin-orbit level are presented in Sec. III A, while we obtain in Sec. III B the next-to-next-to-leading energy flux and orbital phase evolution. We also present a numerical estimate of the new terms in Sec. III B. In Appendix A we give alternative expressions of the source terms to be inserted into the source multipole moments. In Appendix B we check the agreement with the so-called boosted Kerr black hole limit, obtained when the mass and spin of one of the two black holes are set to be exactly zero.
II. GRAVITATIONAL WAVE GENERATION FORMALISM

A. Radiative and source multipole moments
The gravitational waveform, generated by an isolated source described by a stress-energy tensor with compact support, is the transverse-tracefree (TT) projection of the metric deviation, say h
TT . It is defined in a suitable radiative coordinate system X µ = (c T, X), at the leading-order 1/R when the distance R = |X| to the source tends to infinity, with the retarded time T R ≡ T − R/c being fixed. In radiative coordinates the retarded time T R asymptotically coincides with a null coordinate. The waveform reads
The waveform is parametrized by two sets of symmetric and trace-free (STF) multipole moments, U L of mass type and V L of current type, which constitute the observables of the gravitational wave at infinity and are called the radiative moments [61] . They are functions of the retarded time T R in the radiative coordinate system. Plugging Eq. (2.1) into the 2 We denote by L = i 1 · · · i ℓ a multi-index composed of ℓ multipolar spatial indices i 1 , · · · , i ℓ ranging from 1 to 3. Similarly L − 1 = i 1 · · · i ℓ−1 and kL − 2 = ki 1 · · · i ℓ−2 ; N L = N i1 · · · N i ℓ is the product of ℓ spatial vectors N i . In the case of summed-up (dummy) multi-indices L, we do not write the ℓ summations from 1 to 3 over their indices. The transverse-traceless (TT) projection operator is denoted P TT ijkl = P ik P jl − 1 2 P ij P kl where P ij = δ ij −N i N j is the projector orthogonal to the unit direction N = X/R of the radiative coordinate system X µ = (c T, X). The quantity ε ijk is the Levi-Civita antisymmetric symbol such that ε 123 = 1. The symmetric-trace-free (STF) projection is indicated using brackets or a hat. Thus
We denote time derivatives with a superscript (n), and we indicate the symmetrization operation with round parentheses.
standard expression for the gravitational-wave energy flux we get [61] 
The radiative moments U L and V L are then related to some specific source-rooted multipole moments as follows. To implement the non-linearities in the propagation of the gravitational waves from the source to infinity, we express them as some non-linear functionals, which can in principle be developed at any order, of some "canonical" moments M L and S L . When developped at the 1.5PN order they display the effect of tails and read [38, 41] 
where M is the mass monopole or Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) total mass. The quantities κ ℓ and π ℓ denote some numerical rational fractions and τ 0 is an arbitrary constant time scale; we shall not need any of these here.
Next the canonical moments M L and S L themselves are given as some non-linear functionals of the "source" moments I L and J L , and also of four supplementary "gauge" moments
In general, the canonical and source moments agree up to the 2.5PN order, namely
Since we address the computation of the spin-orbit 3.5PN contribution to the energy flux (2.2), we see that we only have to consider a possible spin-orbit 1/c 7 term in the mass quadrupole (since spin contributions add at least a factor 1/c). The relation between M ij and I ij is given by (see e.g. [62] ):
As was already noticed in Ref. [33] , the leading order spin contributions to W and I ij both start at
). For our purposes, we can therefore ignore the distinction between canonical M L , S L and source I L , J L moments.
Finally the source multipole moments are defined for a general post-Newtonian matter source for any multipolar order ℓ ≥ 2, and up to any post-Newtonian order. They are explicitly given by [43] 
The brackets surrounding indices denote the STF projection; the STF product of ℓ spatial vectors is
The finite part operation FP in front represents an infra-red (IR) regularization defined by analytic continuation in a complex parameter B, and involves the same arbitrary scale r 0 = c τ 0 as in Eqs. (2.3), which will be irrelevant for the present work.
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The basic building "blocks" Σ, Σ i and Σ ij entering the latter formulas are evaluated at the position x and at time t + z r/c in a harmonic coordinate system (t, x) covering the source (where r = |x|). They are defined by
together with τ ii ≡ δ ij τ ij . Here τ µν denotes the post-Newtonian expansion of the total pseudo stress-energy tensor of the matter and gravitational fields, say
where T µν is the stress-energy tensor of the matter source, and Λ µν (h) represents the gravitational source term which is given by a complicated non-linear, quadratic at least, functional of the field variable h µν and its first and second space-time derivatives. The pseudo-tensor appears in the right-hand-side of the Einstein field equations, when "relaxed" by the condition of harmonic (or de Donder) coordinates. 5 The expressions (2.6) involve an intermediate integration over the variable z, with associated weighting function
In practice the post-Newtonian expansion of the source moments (2.6) is performed by means of the formal infinite series set of retarded potentials denoted by V , V i ,Ŵ ij ,R i ,X,Ẑ ij . Here, contrarily to our previous work on the equations of motion, we will not need the highest-order potentialsŶ i andT that enter respectively g 0i at O(c −7 ) and g 00 at O(c −8 ). All these potentials are "Newtonian" in the sense that they admit a finite non-zero limit when c → +∞. They enter the components of the usual covariant metric as follows:
11a)
Equivalently, and more useful for the present work, they enter the "gothic" metric as:
Each of these potentials is a retarded solution of a flat space-time wave equation sourced by matter densities components and appropriate lower order potentials. The matter densities are defined from the components of the matter stress-energy tensor by
Denoting with −1 R S the usual retarded flat d'Alembertian integral, i.e. the retarded solution of φ ≡ η µν ∂ µν φ = S, the latter potentials are defined by
14a)
14c)
14d)
14e)
With the latter explicit post-Newtonian solution in hands one obtains the basic buiding blocks (2.7) entering the source multipole moments (2.6) as
where we have used the notationŴ =Ŵ ii andẐ =Ẑ ii . Equivalent expressions for Σ, Σ i and Σ ij , which we have used for testing our calculations, are provided in Appendix A.
III. APPLICATION TO SPINNING COMPACT BINARIES
A. The pole-dipole effective formalism
The pole-dipole formalism [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] is an effective description of point particles endowed with intrinsic (classical) angular momenta or spins, and moving in an arbitrary curved background -in practice the space-time generated by the particles themselves. The spins can take any orientation and magnitude, and in particular be close to extremal. In the present work we shall confine the formalism to terms linear in the spins. At that level the model can be used for describing black holes as well as ordinary compact bodies like neutrons stars. Indeed, the internal structure of the spinning bodies should appear only at the quadratic level in the spins, e.g. through the rotationally induced quadrupole moment.
The stress-energy tensor of each of the particles is the sum of two terms, respectively built with a Dirac delta function and a gradient of a delta function, and integrated over the world line of the particle, according to:
(3.1) Here the sum is over the two particles, τ is the proper time measured along the world line of each particle given by the particle position y µ (τ ); δ (4) denotes the four-dimensional Dirac delta function; u µ = dy µ /(cdτ ) is the four velocity of the particle normalized to u µ u µ = −1; p µ is its four linear momentum; and S µν denotes the antisymmetric tensor that represents the spin of the particle.
6 Using a 3 + 1 space-time split, the particle's position and coordinate velocity are denoted y µ = (c t, y(t)) and v µ (t) = (c, v(t)) (where
, and we have
2) where δ (3) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function and the spin tensor S µν (t) is considered a function of coordinate time.
Since the spin tensor S µν has six independent components, one must impose a supplementary spin condition (SSC) in order to correctly describe the three independent components of the spin vector. Here we adopt the covariant SSC (Tulczyjew's condition [49, 50] )
It can be shown that, with the latter choice for the SSC, the mass defined by m 2 c 2 = −p µ p µ as well as the (four-dimensional) magnitude of the spin defined by S 2 = S µν S µν /2, are conserved along the particle's trajectory. Furthermore the link between the four velocity u µ and the four linear momentum p µ is entirely specified. However, at linear order in the spins the linear momentum is simply proportional to the four velocity,
4)
6 In our convention the spin tensor and all spin variables have the dimension of an angular momentum times the speed of light c. This is useful for counting the effects of spins in the post-Newtonian approximation, as the spins appear to be formally "Newtonian" for maximally spinning particles. All the powers of 1/c are kept explicitly in our calculations, so that the next-to-next-to-leading spin-orbit terms we are looking for here will all carry in front a factor 1/c 7 .
8 so that the covariant SSC reduces to S µν u ν = O(S 3 ). Furthermore it can be shown that the spin precession equation reduces to the parallel transport equation
where D/dτ is the proper time covariant derivative, while the four dimensional acceleration of the particle is given by 
We refer to Section IIA in Paper II for the precise construction, starting from the spatial components of the spin tensors, of spin vector variables S 
All the problem of the evolution of the spins S 
Here we denote the two individual masses by m 1 and m 2 , the total mass by m ≡ m 1 + m 2 , and later we shall use the symmetric mass ratio ν ≡ m 1 m 2 /m 2 (such that 0 < ν 1/4), and the mass difference δm ≡ m 1 − m 2 .
We compute the spin-orbit terms in the various source multipole moments which will enter the flux up to 3.5PN order in an arbitrary frame. At this stage, an interesting check described in Appendix B can be performed. Next, we adopt the frame of the center-of-mass (CM) defined in Paper II; notably the particle's trajectories y in terms of the conserved-magnitude spins and of the variables (3.9). Our notation is e.g. (vS) ≡ v · S for the ordinary Euclidean scalar product, e.g. (x × Σ) i ≡ ε ijk x j Σ k for the ordinary cross product, and e.g.
k for the mixed product. For each source multipole moment, we only present the linear-in-spin part, indicated by the underneath label S. We obtain, extending Ref. [21] to next-to-next-to-leading order and writing all terms using our conserved spin variables, 
We were able to perform a few technical tests on this calculation of the source multipole moments. We verified that the so-called "surface terms" can be computed either by a "bulk" integral over the entire three-dimensional space like other non-compact support terms, or by a surface integral extending on a sphere at spatial infinity. For such a test we have to use the alternative form of the blocks Σ, Σ i and Σ ij given in Eqs. (A1); we refer to Section IVD of Ref. [63] for a discussion of this type of terms. In addition we verified that certain quadratic non-compact support terms can be alternatively evaluated using some particular analytic kernels (denoted Y L , S L and T L in Ref. [64] ). Another, more physical, test of the expressions of the multipole moments we obtain before going to the CM frame, is the agreement with the so-called "boosted Kerr black hole limit" as investigated in the Appendix B.
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C. Flux and orbital phasing for circular orbits
For the spin-orbit effects at the post-Newtonian level considered in the present paper we can neglect all the corrections O(1/c 5 ) in the relations between the canonical and source multipole moments, see Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5) . Furthermore the relations between the radiative and canonical moments, Eqs. (2.3), imply a spin-orbit contribution due to gravitational wave tails and arising at the 3PN order; we ignore this contribution here since it has already been computed in Ref. [33] , and since the next-to-leading tail contribution would enter the result at 4PN order only. Finally, for our present purpose, we can replace all the radiative moments U L and V L by the corresponding source moments I L and J L up to the 3.5PN spin-orbit level. We can therefore use for the flux (2.2) at that order the expression
The other terms do not contribute to the spin-orbit effect at the 3.5PN order. We insert the explicit results (3.10) for the source multipole moments into Eq. (3.11), we compute the time derivatives using systematically the equations of motion derived in Papers I & II, and we specialize the result to the case of quasi-circular orbits, again using the material from Papers I & II.
It is useful to introduce an orthonormal moving triad {n, λ, ℓ} defined by n = x/r, ℓ = L N /|L N | where L N ≡ mν x × v denotes the Newtonian orbital angular momentum, and λ = ℓ × n. Then the spin-orbit contributions in the flux will depend only on the projections of the spins perpendicular to the orbital plane, namely S ℓ ≡ ℓ · S and Σ ℓ ≡ ℓ · Σ, where we recall that S and Σ are defined by Eqs. (3.9). Furthermore we denote the relevant post-Newtonian parameter for circular orbits by 12) where ω is the orbital frequency, related to the orbital separation r by Eq. (4.2) in Paper II. We are then left with the main result of the present work, namely the spin-orbit contribution to the flux up to order 3.5PN, as follows: We refer to Eq. (231) in [35] for the non-spin part of the energy flux up to the 3.5PN order. The tail-induced spin-orbit effect at 3PN order computed in Ref. [33] has also been added, but we recall that we neglect spin-spin interactions. We have checked that this result is in complete agreement in the test-mass limit where ν → 0 with the result of black-hole perturbation theory on a Kerr background obtained in Ref. [65] .
To obtain the evolution of the orbital phase for quasi-circular orbits we shall apply the energy conservation balance equation relating the flux F to the energy E that is associated with the conservative part of the equations of motion:
Note that the balance equation (3.14) is valid in average over a long radiation-reaction time scale ω/ω ∼ x −5/2 = O(c 5 ); thus short periodic variations at the orbital frequency ω and at the spin precession frequencies ω prec ∼ x ω have been averaged out. In order to apply the balance equation (3.14) we must ensure that the spins, or rather their projections S 1ℓ and S 2ℓ (or equivalently S ℓ and Σ ℓ ), are secularly constant over the radiation-reaction time scale ω/ω.
This will be the case of the spin variables with conserved magnitude, as can be shown either explicitly at a given post-Newtonian order [66] , or by the following structural argument valid at linear order in spins, extending the presentation of Ref. [33] . In the center-of-mass frame, the only vectors at our disposal, except for the spins, are n and v. Recalling that the spin vectors are pseudovectors regarding parity transformation, we see that the only way spin-orbit contributions can enter scalars such as the energy E or the flux F is through mixed products (n, v, S 1 ) and (n, v, S 2 ), i.e. through the components S 1ℓ and S 2ℓ . Now, the same argument applies for the precession vectors Ω 1,2 introduced in Eqs. (3.8): they must be pseudovectors, and, at linear order in spin, they must only depend on n and v, so that we must have Ω 1 ∝ ℓ and Ω 2 ∝ ℓ; this is explicitly seen for instance in Eq. (4.5) of Paper II. Now, the time derivative of the components along ℓ of the spins are given by dS 1ℓ /dt = S 1 · [dℓ/dt + ℓ × Ω 1 ] and idem for 2. The second term is zero, and since dℓ/dt = O(S), we obtain that S 1ℓ and S 2ℓ are constants at linear order in the spins. This argument is valid at any post-Newtonian order and for general orbits, but is limited to spin-orbit terms.
The conservative energy E has been obtained in Paper I and was reduced to circular orbits in Eq. (4.6) of Paper II. We recall here its expression: Finally by a further integration we obtain the secular evolution of the orbital phase, or more precisely the so-called "carrier" phase defined by φ ≡ ω dt, as In the case of precessional binaries, for which the spins are not aligned or anti-aligned with the orbital angular momentum, the total phase Φ is the sum of the latter carrier phase and the precessional correction arising from the precession of the orbital plane, Φ = φ + φ prec . The precessional correction φ prec can be computed numerically [13] or analytically (see for instance Ref. [33] for a computation at the 1PN order).
TABLE I. Spin-orbit contributions to the number of gravitational-wave cycles N GW = (φ max − φ min )/π accumulated from ω min = π×10 Hz to ω max = ω ISCO = c 3 /(6 3/2 Gm) for binaries detectable by ground-based detectors LIGO and VIRGO. For each compact object we define the magnitude χ a and the orientation κ a of the spin by S a ≡ G m 2 a χ aŜa and κ a ≡Ŝ a · ℓ. For comparison, we give all the non-spin contributions up to 3.5PN order; however we neglect all the spin-spin terms. Notice that these figures are only indicative, and that the relative importance of the different terms changes only slightly when choosing another maximal frequency. As a useful diagnosis to assess the importance of the latter spin effects, we have computed the number of accumulated gravitational-wave cycles between some minimal and maximal frequencies, corresponding to the bandwidth of ground-based detectors. 7 The results are given in Table I . They show that the 3.5PN spin-orbit terms computed in the present paper can be numerically larger, for spins close to maximal and for suitable orientations, than the non-spin 3PN or 3.5PN contributions. We thus conclude that they are still relevant to be included in the gravitational wave templates of LIGO/VIRGO/LISA detectors for an accurate extraction of the binary parameters. different expressions of the multipole moments, entirely given by surface integrals at spatial infinity; they have been derived in Eqs. (2.19) of [68] , see also (2.29) for the practical implementation. In the present paper we have used the same expressions of the multipole moments and inserted there the BBH solution (B1)-(B3). Expanding the results at the required post-Newtonian order, and keeping only the spin parts of the multipole moments, we obtain:
